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STATIONARY SECOND-DEGREE ITERATIVE METHODS
AND RECURRENCES*

• DAVID R. KINCAID AND DAVID M. YOUNGt

Abstract. Tile basic theo/'y of stationary second.degree iterative methods is presented from tile
point of view of recurrences. Recurrences are ejncountered in the development of expressions for tile

j spectral radii and for various norm_ associated with linear stationary iterative methods. We show
that many of these recurrences are special cases of a single general recurrence and that its closed-form
solution leads to these expressiozm. Citations are given showing where these expressions occur in the
theory of iterative methods.

K_y words, Chebyshev acceleration method, Chebyshev polynomials of first aa_d second kind,

large sparse systems of linear equations, linear stationary second-degree iterative methods, recur-
rences, virtual spectral radius, virtual asymptotic average spectral radius
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1. Introduction. We present tile theory of second-degree iterative methods by
tbcusing on recurrences. Recurrences occur in the development of the spectral radii
and various norms of these methods. We show that a single general recurrence encom-
passes ai! of these and by determining its closed-form solution we are able to obtain
these results in a direct and straightforward way.

2. Basic Iterative Methods. Suppose that we are given a linear system

(2.1) Au=b,

where A is a real nonsingular N x N matrix and b is a given column vector of order
N. When A is a large sparse matrix, an iterative method may be appropriate for
obtaining a,i accurate al)proximation to the unique solutionS= A-lb. B_ic linear
st,al,ionary it,erat, ive methods are of the form

(',.).2) u(n+L) = Gu (n) + k,

where G = I - Q-tA and k = Q-rb. tlere Q is called the splitting matrix since the
coefficient matrix A can be written as A = Q - M for some matrix M.

S_,ppose that A is partitioned into

A = D- CL - Cu,

where D = diag(A),--CL isthestrictlylowertriangularpartofA, and -Cu isthe

strictlyuppertriangularpartofA. Some basiciterativemethods and theirassociated

* Presented at the _ACS International Symposium on Iterative Methods in Linear Algebra,
Brussels, Belgium, April 2__
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splitting matrices are

II,ichardson: Q = I,

Jacobi' Q = D,

Gauss-Seidel: Q = D- Ct,,

1
SOIL: Q = -D - CL,

1
SSOR: Q - (D - wCt, )D- t (D - ¢oCu ).,o(2-_)

For the basic iterative method (2.2) to be completely consistent with tile original
systena (2.1), tile unique solution "ffmust also be a unique solution of tile related system

(2.,,,_ (I- a)u = k.

From (2.2) and (2.17,)with u = _', the error vector u(") -_' can be written in terms
of the iteration matrix (7 and the initial error vector

u (,, __ -ff = G (u_. - ___ "_)

(2.4) = a"(u (°)-'a).

Since S(G") = S(G)", the necessary and sufficient condition for convergence of the
basic iterative method (2.2), for any starring vector u(°), is that the spectral radius of
G be less than unity, i.e.,

S(G) = max IZ'I< 1,
.Er(c.)

where the maximum istakeno_erthesetr(G) ofalleigenvalues/_ofG.
\Ve,._ssulnethat,forsome constantsc_and _, alleigenvaluesp ofG &rerealand

Ii'.: in t.lie iltt,erval c.r< t* < /J"-1. Since ali of tile eigenvalues D of G are not usually
known but an interval [,_,/1] containing them can Iw. determined, a closely related
quaat.ity is tlm vzrtual spectral radius

S(G)= max [Pl,

wlmre tlm maximum here is taken over ali values in the interval In,/3]. Since 1 < a
is not a stipulated requirement, the basic method (2.2) may not be convergent, in the
sense that the sequence u(l), u(2),.., converges to _ for any starting vector uC°),

3. Background. Tile rate of convergence of many basic iterative methods may
be inadequate for large applications and procedures for accelerating them may be
necessary. Polynomial acceleration is one such technique. One such advanced iterative
method is based on a sequence of polynomials Po, Pr,... with the property P,,(I) = 1.
The iterates in tile new scheme, say v (°),v(l),... , can be viewed as a sum of the

iterates from tile linear stationary scheme (2.2), i.e., v{n) = _-,_=o an, ku(J') where
the coefficients satisfy the condition " . ,}"_k=0o_n.k = 1. Clearly, we have t,(°_ = u{°_

| Moreover, we obtain

v(")-_ = _c..,_(u (l')-_)
k=0

rl

= Z °_",_'Gk(v(°) - "rf)'
k=0
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using (2.4). Letting P.(x) = _=0_.,kx _ be the polynomial of degree n defined
.... iii" terms of the coelficicnts r_n.k and letting e(n) = v(") - _ be the nth error t,ector

_sociated with the accelerated scheme, we obtain

' e(") = &(G)e¢°).

In other words, the polynomial Pa(G) relates the nth error vector of the accelerated
method .back to the initial error vector. Since the eigenvalues of Ph(G) are Ph(p), we
are interested in determining the virtual spectral radius

m

(3.1) s(p.(c))- max IP.(_)l.

From (3.1), convergence or nonconvergence of the accelerated scheme can be deter-
mined. Clearly, one obtains the fastest convergence by minimizing this expression
over ali polynomials P. that satisfy P.(1) = 1.

A basic theorem in approximation theory givt_s us the following related funda-
llletlt,a,l probh:rn.

Problem: Given n >_ 0 and fixed z > 1, find the polynomial Pn(.c)
of degree < n that satisfies the min-max property

rain { max [P,_(z)[}.e,,_)=l -I<_x<_I

The solution of this problem is well-known and is given by

where 7;_ is the classical Chebyshev polynomial of degree n defined by the three-term
recurrence relation

{ :I_(z) = l, T_(z) = z,(3.:}) '&(z) = 2zT,__(z) - T,__(z).

\re are interested in a similar but slightly different problem corresponding to
minimizing the vi,tual spectral radius (3.1), namely,

min _ max [P.(z)[}.(3.4) P,{_}=_ (__<_<_a<_

lt is a straightforward task to map this problem to the fundamental problem given
above. Let

2- (Z+a) 1
(3.5) : = = -.

t

Since/3 < 1, we have : > 1. Consider the mapping z _ zz'_ where

_ 2

, : = 2-(Z+_)'
(3.6)

z_- "-" _z+(1-_)-" 2z-(/3+0_)
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Notice that a _-. zr_- = -1 and/3 _-, z/3 5-= 1 so that the interval la,/3] maps to the
interval [-1, 1]. Moreover, 1 maps to z. IIence, our problem (3.4) is solved by (3.2)
with t,his mapping, i.e., tile normalized Chebyshev polynomial

T,(zx'q)

(3.7) Ph(z) = Tr*(z)

Notice that Pr*(1) = 1 as required.
. We can write (3.7) as a recurrence. Using the three-term recurrence for the

Chebyshev polynomials (3.3) with n > 2, we have

P,,(x)=
Tr*(z)

Tr*_l(ZZ'_) T,_2(zz'q)

= (2zz_') T,(z) - T,(z)

= 2: r.(:) L_T_ P.-2(_),

since T,(zz:) = T,(:)P,,(z) by (3.7). Now letting

(3.8) Pn = 2z Tn-I(z')'T.(z) '
we see that

T.__(z)
1-ph = Tn(z)

from (3.3). Thus, we have

P.(z) = (p.;r'_)P.-:(z) + (1 - p.)Pr*-2(;c).

l_a colacl_lsion, we have established the recurrence

l_(x) = 1, Pr(z)= x:,(3.9) t_(x) = (pr*x-_)Pr*_:(x) + (1 - p.)Pr*__.(x).

for the iteration matrix Ph(G) corresponding topolynomial acceleration. The initial
values are obtained directly from (3.7) and (3.3).

A simple recursive relation for the parameters Pn can be easily established. Using
(3.3), we can write

Tr*(z) I [2zT,-2(z)]2zT._,(z) = 1-(2z)------_ :F"__':_]J'

for n _>2. Using the defining equation (3.8) for pr, in this equation, we have

1 1
_= 1 Ph-1.
pr* (2z)2

From (3.3) and (3.8), the initial value is given by PI = 2zTo(z)/Tl(z) = 2. Hence
using (3.5), we have 4,

[ p_ = 2,
(3.10)

p. = [:-(_/2)_pr*_,]-'
4



Based on the recurrence (3.9), the Chebyshev acceleration method can be estab-
lished

u(1) = G.ru (°)+7 k,' u(") = p,,(a._u(.-_) + 3'k)+ (1 - p,,)u_"-2),

By letting u(n) -.-*"_ as n -.. oo, we see that the terms 7k and pnTk are needed in
J these equations in order for them to satisfy the related linear _ystem (2.3). Rewriting

them in expanded form, we have

f u(1) = 7(Gu(°)+k)+(1-7)u(°),(3.11) \ u(") = Pn {7(Gu("-l)+k)+(1-7)u("-t)}+(1-pn)u (n-2)

[tere the acceleration parameters Pn are given by (3.10) and 3' = _" from (3.6).
Actually, any sequence of polynomials {Ph(x)} with a recurrence relation of the

form (3.9) corresponds to an iterative method with a three-term relation of the form
(3.11) and vice versa. In the general case, 3' may depend on n so 7, may replace
7 in (3.9). We will discuss tile variable coefficient case more in Section 9. (Also

see I-Iagenaan and Young [7], p. 41, for example, where they focus on polynomial
sequences associated with Chebyshev and conjugate gradient acceleration methods.)

Now by (3.1) and (3.7), we obtain the virtual spectral radius

_(P,,(G)) = max IP,(*')I - 1
.<.<p<l T.(1/o') '

since

max IPn(#)I = max T'*(z#_) I =

1

,_<_,<_<1 _,.;<,v<O._<l T,(z) T,(z)"

IIere we map the interval la,/3] to the interval [aS-,/3S-] using the linear function
/,_- -- _p+(1-_) with _"given by (3.6). The maximum in the expression above occurs
at/3 5"=nor at a_'=-o'. Moreover, we use z/3S'= 1, zay=-l, ITn(:i:l)l= 1, and
z = 1/o'. Letting

1 -V/T-o a
r'-

1 + v/'i"_ o.2

!), and using the identity T_(a:) = [(a: + V_ g - 1 )" + (x - v/7 g - 1 )"]/2, we havei

2

, Tn(1/a) = r_,/2 + rn/a.

' Consequently, it follows _,hat

2ml _
(3.12) S(Pn(G)) =

l+r n

lt can be shown thaL Chebyshev acceleration yields an order of magnitude improve-
ment over the basic unaccelerated method. (See Young [19], p. 353, for example.)

- Taking p,, ---,p as n ---, oo in (3.10), we obtain the quadratic equation
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'Faking tile smallest root, we find that p = _ where

+
I

Replacing p,_ by _ in (3.11), a value that does not vary with n, we obtain the stationary
second-degree method

f u(_) = 7(Gu(°)+k)+(1-7)u(°),
(3.13)

_,(") = p{_(a,,("-') + k) + (i--r)u("-')} + (I- p)u("-2).

llere we rise p = _ and T = _'.
The first iteration in (3.13) is just one iteration of the extrapolated mea,hod

u(") = 7(au(_)+ k)+ (i- 7)u(-)

= G-ru (') + 7k,

where G7 = 7G + (1 - 7)I. Clearly, the virtual spe(:tral radius for this method is
given by

S(G-r)= max 17x+1-71.

Whether we take one iteration or many, we would like for this method to be conver-

gent. For a < z S fl < 1, we require 17::+ 1-71 < 1 to obtain convergence of the
extrapolated method, llence, 7 is restricted to the range 0 < 7 < 2/(1 - a). We are
now interested in determining the optimum 3' corresponding to the rain-max problem

o<-_<21(I-,_) c,<_,<_#<i

Clearly, the solution t,o this problem occurs at the middle of the interval [_,/3] with the
maximum occurring at either end of the interval so that -y(c_) = y(/3). (Imagine the
V-shaped line segment ly(z)l for y(x) = 7z + 1 - 7 over [oc,31. Clearly, the rain-max
property occurs when the bottom tip of the V is at the point (0, (c_+ ¢_)/2). Hence,
the optimum 7 would be _ = 2/[2- (c_ + ¢])], which agrees with the selection made
in (3.13).

From (3.13), the recurrence associated with the stationary second-degree method
is easily shown to be

Q0(x) = 1, Oi(x) = .,/x+(1-7),Qn(x) = p{Tx + (1 - 7)}Qn-I(x) + (1- p)Q,,-2(#),

or written as

J" Q0(_) = i, Q,(x) = _,
(3.14)

Qn(x) = (pxT)Qn-l(X) + (1 - p)Qn-2(M).

A closed-form solution for Qn(x) can be computed explicitly since the coefficients in
the recurrence are independent of n.



4. General rtecurrence. Consider the general recurrence

l Qo(x) and Qf(x) given,(,t.1) Q,,(x) = (cx + d)Q,-l(x) - eO,,_2(x),

where c :_ 0, d, and e > 0 are constants. The general solution can be obtained as
follows. First, we obtain the characteristic polynomial

' A" - (cz + d)A + e = O,

by assuming a solution exists of the form Qn = An for some constant A. The roots
of this quadratic equation are

f Ai = [(cx+d)/2 ]+v/[(cx+d)/2] 2-e,(4.2)
A2 = + d)/21- + d)/212_ e.

Clearly, two fundamental relations involving these roots are

; AI+A2 = cx+d,(4.3)
AIA2 = e.

In the case AI :/: A,, the general solution is of the form

Qn = ciA T + c2A_.

From this, the constants cl and c2 can be expressed in terms of the two initial poly-
nomials

Q0 = cl+c2,Q1 = ciA1 +c2A...

Using Cramer's rule, the solution of this linear system involving ci and c, is easily
determined to be

ci = (QoA_ -Q1)/(A2- Ai),

c2 = (Ql - QoA1)/(A2- Ai).

lIence, the closed-form solution of the recurrence (4.1) is

()Qn(x) = Qi - QoA2 hT+ A2Ai - Ai Ai - A2

(4.4) = Q1 A_'- A_ -QoAIA2 - A2
Ai - A2 I - A2 '

when Ai :/: A2.
Now in the case Ai = A2 = A, the general solution is of the form

r

Q, = ciA'* + c2nA '_.

Again the constants (21and c2 can be expressed in terms of the initial polynomials Q0
•_ and QI

Q0 - Cl,

i Q1 = hci+Ac2.

7
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Thus, the closed-form solution is

Qn(x) = QoA" + (QIA -1 - Q0)nA"

(,t.5) = QlnA "-l-Qo(n-1)h"

when A1 = A2 = A.
In summary, the closed-form solution for the recurrence (4.1) is given by (4:4)

and (4.5)

A?- A_ QoBIA2fA_-I _ 52 1- , A1 ¢ A2,
(,1.6)Q,,(x)= A1- A2 \ _- A_

QlnA n-1 - Qo(n-1)A n, A1 = A2 = A.

5. Chebyshev Polynomials. An important special recurrence is the Cheby-

shev polynomials of the first kind given by

To(x) = 1, TI(x) = x,(5.1) Tn(x) = 2xT.-t(x)- T,_.,(x).

The resulting characteristic polynomial is

A2 - 2xA + 1 = O,

with roots

J' ,_l = x+v_-l,
(5.2)

A2 "- x-v/_-l.

Clearly, the sum and product of these roots are

j" Al+A2 = 2x,(5.3)
AIA,. = 1.

In a manner similar to that outlined previously, we can easily obtaii_ the closed-form
solution of this recurrence as

._?+ ),_)/2, ,_,4:,_2,(5.4) T,(_)= 1, .xi=A2=._.
Another important recurrence is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind

given by

{ Uo(x)= 1, Ul(,,,) = 2,:,(5.5) u,(_,) = 2xcr,_t(_) - cr,__(_).

The characteristic polynomial is the same as that for the Chebyshev polynomial of
the first kind. IIence, the same relations holds involving the roots of the characteristic

polynomial. Again repeating the previous procedure, we obtain ,

(5.6) U,(x) = A1-,_2 / '
&

(n + 1)A", Al = A2 = A.

Of course, the closed-form solutions of (5.4) and (5.6) can be shown to be special case
of (4.6).

8



6. General Closed-Form Solution. Returning to the general recurrence (4.1),
we now show that tile closed-from solution (4.6) can be written in terms of i.he Cheby-
shev polynomials of the first and second kind.

R.ewriting (5.2) and (4.2) showing their dependence on x, we have
¢

A_(_)= _+v_-l,

A,(_) = [(ez+ a)12]± V'[(c_+ a)12]_- _.t
for i = 1 and 2. lt follows that

(cz+d_

Now let

Ai= V_,

wi,ere .,t, = A;(z) aild X; = ,\i((cz + d)/(2v"g)).
Iii the case Ai :/: A2, we have

(6.1)

= e("-1)/2U.__t, 2v/7 )'

using (5.6). Substituting in (4.6), we have

Q.(z) = Ql( A_-A'')A1-A=,-O°A1A2( A_-i-A_-')A1-A2

(c=,+<l'_-Qo_._,,-o_/:- ("_ +d'_Qle(,,-t)/_u,,_l

- -' t"-5-_) "
using the second equation in (4.3).

In the case Ai = A2 = A, the discriminant in (4.2) vanishes at, say z = ¥, so that

(6.2/ [(_ + rill2]_=

and At = A2 = A = (c'_ + d)/2 = e1/2. Hence, (4.6) reduces to

Q,,(_') = QlnA n-1 -Qo(n- 1)An

= Qlne (n-i)2 - Qo(n- 1)g '/2

• = e"/=[Q,._-'/_ - Q0(-- _)]
Iri summary, we have

[ r
" e '_/2 Q,e-'/2U,,_,\-x---__]-QoU_,_2t-'w--__]j,,.ve "_Vc z#-_',(6.3) Q,,(z) =

e,,12 [Qie-_l_ n_ Qo(n- 1)], x = _',
9



where _ satisfies (6.2) so that _"= (2e 1/2 - d)lc taking the positive root.
Notice that when AI = A2 = A = ex/2 in (5,6)

= (ii "4-I)_n

= (n+ 1)e -"/2A n
(

= (n+ 1)e -'_/=e "/=

= (n+ 1).

And the case x = _ in (6.:.1) reduces from tile case x 7(:7".

7. Initial Polynomials Known. Suppose tile initial polynomials are Q0 = 1
and Q1 = az + b where a and b are constants. Then the recurrence (4.1) for Q,, is of
the form

( Oo(x) = t, Oi(z) = ,:Lx+ b,(7,1) \ q,,(x) (cx + ,t)Q,,_l(z) - _.Q,,_,.,(x).

for constants a ¢ O, b, c _: O, d, and e > O. From (4.6), the closed-form solution for
this recurrence is given by

" -e " A1CA_.,
(7.2) Q,(x) = \ X_ - A2 \ "_1 - A2 '

(ax-t- b)nA '_-1 - (n - 1)A '_, Al = A2 = A.

IIere we have used the second relation in (4.3). Equation (7.2) can also be written
from (6.3) as

q,,(x)= ';"1_"(<':_+_)_-'l_'u"-'t,"5--_-_.- u,,_..,_) , _¢ z,
,:,,1".,[(,._+i,)_-,/",,- (,,- 1)], _:=7".

(7.3)
Note when x - 7"= (2e 1/2 - d)/c then aT"+ b - (a/c)(2e i/2 ....d) + b and we have

We can write (7.3) in terms of Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second
kind. In the case x 7_7", we write

\ c-7"_)2xu.(x)- u.__(x)},Q.(_)

where X = (cx+d)/(2x/'_). Using two fundamental identities involving the Chebyshev
polynomials of the first and second kind, namely, T,(X) = [Un(X)- Un-2(X)]/2 and
Tr,(,'() = U,_(X)- XUn(X), we have

: 0.,2
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Hence, we have

, (7.,1)

c_+ d v, \_] .

In other words, the only polynomials which satisfy three-term recur-
rence relations with scalars independent of n are related in a simple
manner to tke Tchebycheff polynomials. (Problem "15, page 114,
Cheney [3].)

An important special case is when a = c and b = d so the recurrence (7.1) has
the form

f So(z) = 1, Sl(z) -" cz + d,(7.5)
s.(_:)= (ez+ d).S'.__(z)- eS._._(_).

Using both relations from (4.3) in (7.2), we obtain

1' A n+l A nq'l )

(7.6) S,,(z) = \ At - A2 ' A2 :/: At,

(n -4-1)A", A1 -- A2 -- A.

Moreover from (6.1), we have

(cz + d'_
e_"-'_/_U._,\_) = s._,(_),

and therefore

s.(_) = e"/2U. -7--_ ]"

Since (ez -t- b)e -1/2 - 2(cz + d)/(2v/'_), this is in agreement with (7.3) using (5.5).
Moreover, (7.4) reduces to this expression when a = c and b = d.

We now show that

(7.7) S,,(z) = £ A?-_'A2k.
k=O

In the case AI = A2 = A, the closed-form solution (7.6) is

s.(_) = (n+ 1)a"
_'1 11

' = _A n-_A_ '-kA_,
k=0 k=0

, and (7.7) holds. In the case Al # A2, the closed-form solution (7.6)is

Sn(z) = A?+' - A_+IAl - A2 '
", 1



and

(78) A,S,, - A_S,,= A7+I - A_+'

We will show that (7.7) satisfies this relationship. Beginning with (7.7), we have

I'1 rl

E An-'^, Z A_ -I'+'A_AISn = Al "1 "2 =
k=O k=0

_ _A'; -_+t- A?+'+
k=l

n-I

(7.9) _ = A]*+t + Z A]t-kA_+t
k=o

Again using (7.7), we have

._.,S,, = A2 A_-_A_ = A 1 • .
k=0 k=0

'_-_ A_-_A_+t + A2+t(7:o) = "
k=0

Subtracting (7.10) from (7.9), we obtain (7.8).
The roots of the characteristic polynomial for the recurrence (7.,5) involving S,(x)

are given by (,I.2), i.e.,

(7.:1) :t, = [(cx+ d)12]+ _/[(cx+ a)/21_- _,

so that A1 +._. = cz +,t and AIA2 = e. Recall if_" is the value of x when the
discriminaat vanishes using (6.'2) and in this c_e Al = A2 = A = (c¥ + d)/2 = e1/2

We now show that

(7.12) max IS,,(z)! := Sn(_'),
-7<z<7

where

- (7.13) S,,(_') = (n + I) [(c_"+d)/2] n = (n + 1)e hl2.i

"- Using (7.5), this is obvious for n = O and 1. Suppose that n > 2. For any x in the

,i rahge -_ <_z < "Z, [(car + d)/2] 2 - e _<[(c_ + d)/2] 2 - e = 0 and the discriminant in
(7.11) is nonpositive. Therefore, Al and A2 are complex and ]Ali = lA2] = e1/2 and
from (7.7)

!

=- n )

IS,,(_)l<__[e*/'_J" = (n + i)e"/2.
m k=0

a On the other hand if z = _', the discriminant of (7.11) vanishe_ and we have immedi- "
ately Al = A2 = A = (c_ + d)/2 = e1/2. By (7.7), we have

=al S,,(_') = (n + 1)An = (n + 1)e nI2

!
tl

-i
I
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Thus, (7.12)holds.
From (7.2) and (7.6), we can write Qr, in terms of Sn

(7.14) Qn(x) = (a;r, 4. b)Sn_l(z,) - eSn_2(z,),

in both cases since e = A2 when At = A2 = A. We now prove that

max Iq,+l!=)l = (a_+ b)S,(_).- eS,,__(_),_ __<=<_"

Beginning with (7.14), we have

(7.15) Qn+I(x) = (ax -1,b)Sn(x) -. eSn-l(x).

From (7.7), it follows that

= (,,_+b) ,S;'-_,q-erA?-_-'A_Q,,+l(=)
k=O k=O

n-I

k=0

n-1

= (az + b)A_ + [(az + b) - A2] Z A_-kA_'
k=O

since e = AlA2 from (4.3).
Since "_satisfies [(oY:"-1,d)/2i = = e, the discriminant A(z) = [(cz+d)/2]=-e in tke

solution of the characteristic equation A2 -(cz + d) A + e = 0 is v.onpositive for any
z in tile range -3 < x < _ and A(x) < A(_') = 0. Thus, we have complex con.i'dgate
pairs A1 and A_,so that [At[ = lA21= e1/2. Moreover, the terms in the brackets above

are (oa: +b)- A'.2= (a-c/2)z q. (b-d2)+ _ < (a-c/2)_'+ (b-d/2). Ilence,
if a >_c/2 and b > d/2, then we have

IQ.+,(x)l < (a_4-b) en/24- a-7_ 3-t-b- ne n/2

= (a2+b)(n+l)e'_/2-(_)ne n/2

= (a'_+ b)S.('_) - eS.__(-_)

= Q,,+_(_),

from (7.15) since Sn (_) = (n + 1)e "/2 by (7.13) and [(cY+ d)/2] "_= e. Hence, we
h ave

y

(7.16) max [Qn(X)[ = Qn('X),
-_<__<__

. where
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and

':_ (a_'+ b)S._l 2 .max I(ax +b) S.._l(x)-eS._2, )1- (_')-eS._ (_')

Notice tha_ in the important special case (7.5) (when a = e and b = d) the terms
in the brackets in (7.17) reduce to 2. Thus, we have

• ,nan IS.(x)l = ,S'.(_')= (. + 1)e"/2
-'_<t<_

since S., = Q. and this result agrees ,.',_h (7.12) and (7 ':3).
In conclusion, t.he virulal spectral radius of the second-degree iterative method

corresponding t,o the recurrence (7.1) is given by

l:ollowil,g '(oti;'lg [19], the virtual asymptotic average spectral radius is defirmd I>y

S'(jCn) = limsup ['S(_jn)] t/" ,
yl ..._ OO

where Gn is the iteration matrix. We now establish the virtual asymptotic average

spectral radius S((Q,_(G)) for any stationary second-degree iterative method with
iteration matrix Q,(G) where Qn can be written as a three-term recurrence of the
form (7.1). Since the virtual spectral radius is given by (7.18), we next show that

limsup [(Cn + 1)e n/2] l/n 1/_"e ,

1"1-.*(30

J

'_ when C = [2(a/c)+ (b-(ad/c))e -1/_'- 1]. This follows immediately from using
L'llOspital's Rule to show t,llat limn..oo(Cn + 1) t/'_ = 1. Consequently, we haw -_.

(7.19) -S(Q,(G)) = e il_"

8. Special Cases. Consider a recurrence of the form

Po(z)= 1, P_(z)=_'(Tx+(1-7))+(1-_o'),P.(x) = _(TX + (I - 7)) P.-t(x) + (1 -_) P.__.(x),

or written as

{ Po(x)= l, P,(x)=_'x.+(1-_'),(8.1) P,,(x) = (WX.r)P,_t(x) + (1 -w) Pn_2(x),

d using the notation x. r = 7x + (1 - 7). This is a special case of (7.1) in which ,
a =_'7, b = 1-w'7, c=w3', d=w(I-7), and e =w- I. Now a/c=w'/w and

b - (ad/c) = 1 - w*. From the development in the previous section, we need a > c/2,b > d/2, and e > 0. Thus, we require 2w* _>.w, 2 - w > 7(2_ ° - w), and w > 1. ,
| So (7.16) and (7.17) become|
i
li (8.2) max IQ.(x)t = Q.(_),

-r<=<r

!

1
I
R



where

{[ ] }(8.3) Q,(7.)= 2 +(1-_°)e -112 n-(n-1) e"/2

#
Consider the two important special cases

Case(i) W=_b, 7 =_, w'= 1,

Case (ii) _ "- _b, ")' "-_ _', W" "- _b,

front Young and I(.incaid [20]. ilcre

= 2/['.' (/3+ o)],

= (_--r) / [2- (J + _)1.

In either of these two cases, tile selection c = Wb_, d = wb(l -_), and e = _b- l is

used. Consequently, the relation [(c_'+ d)/2] 2 =e becomes _b =2/[1 + _/1- 7"} ].
llence, we see that _'_" = o"= :'7/3+ 1 - _ and _' =/3.

The recurrence in Case (i) can be written as

P0(x) = 1, Pl(a:) = xS",(8.4) P,(.r) --" (_bX_ ") Ph_l(,/:) Jr(1 -_b) P,,,-2(x).

llere x 5- = _x + ( 1 - _'). In Case (i), we have from (8.3)

]Q,(7") = n-n+l g,/2

[ (2 -- Qb ) n -t-Wb ]
= :.: .gnl2

t_b

where g = _b -- 1. bloreover, we have

Q"(_) = [(1-'g)n+(l +g)] gn/=l+g

(8.5) [2+(1-g)(n-1)]= 1 + g gn/_.

and this agrees with (35) in _he Young-Kincaid paper [20] since g = _.
In Case (ii), the recurrence is

' f P0(;g)"- 1, Pl(;g) "--_bZ_'q.-(l --_b),

(8.6) J, Ph(x) = (_bX_') Pn-l(x) + (1 - _b) Pn-2(;r).

" Now from (8.3) using g = _ - I, we have

Qn(-i)- {[2-4-(1--_b)g-l/a]n--(n--1)}g n/'a
15



\ / 4

= (n-n_l/2q-1)_ n/2

And we have agreement with (37) in Young and Kincaid [20].
In I)oth f..-_Lse(i) and Case (ii), we have

"S(Qn(G)) = _ - 1,

which agrees with the results following (32) in Young and Kincaid [20].
In Young [19], p. 248, the following recurrence a_sociated with determining a

norm of the SOI'¢ method is given by

{ ,%(t_)= 1, &(_) = _._,
S,,(_,)= (wu)S,,_l + (1- ._)S,,_2(_),

On the next page in this book, a key result is presented

max IS.(l')l = s.(R) = (,,+ l)r n/2,
-7_<u<_7

when w = tZb=2/[1 + 1_"-_--_2] . This is in agreement with (7.16)and (7.17)since
a=wb, b=0, C=_b, d 0, ande=wb--1 =rin(7.1).

J

In Young [19], p. 316, tlm recurrence

{ 0(_)= 1, R_(_)= _, ,%(_)= _,_,R,,(_)= (_bl_)R,,-_(/_)+ (1 -._b)R.,,-2(_),
is given corresponding to determining norms of the Sheldon's Modified Successive
Ow.'rrelaxation (MSOFt) method. (See also Golub [,t].) lt follows that

r¢.(_,)= _,Q,,(_,),

where Qn is given by (7.1) with a = 1, b = 0, c = Wb,d = 0, and e = w_ - I. Using
"fi = 2rX12/(1 + r) and Wb= r + 1, we have directly from (7.16) and (7.17)

max IR.0,)I =/_.(_),
-'_<_u<_

w h e r e

R.(_) = "fiQ._,(p)

2"'/_ { 2 }= l+r r--_(n- l)-(n-2) r(n-t)/2

- _ [2(_- _)- (.- 2)(1+ _)]_"/_
- (_+_)_

2r-/_

- [2 + (1 - r)(n - 2)] (1 + r)----_'
16



This agrees with eqvat,ions (10-4.10) and (10-4.11)in Section 10.,I of Young [19].
in YOUIIg II!J], l), :_2(,}, thl_ recurrence

U0(tL)= 1, U_(a)= _,_, (s.s) v.(u) = (_bu)u,,-t(u) + (1 -_)u.-_(u),

is given corresponding to tlm Modified Sheldon's MSOR. method. This is (7.1) when
a = 1, b = O, c = wb, d = 0, and e = wb-- 1. As before, we use (7.16) and (7.17)
directly with ,_b = r + 1

(s.9) m_x lU.(_,)l= u.(Tz),
-_<__,<_

where

u.(_) = O.-_(_)

= 7"+'-["- ('' - I)

rn / 2

= [2..-(,,- 1)(1+,,)]]--_

(8.19) - [1+ (_-_) (1- r)] 2r"/"- TT-;

Tlfi_ agrees with equations (10-5.8) in Section 10.6 of Young [19].
In Young [19], p. ,190, we have the recurrence

J" Q0(_,v)= 1, Q_(_v)= _v,(8.11)
O,,{,._)= {&_) Q.__ (/_) + (1 - ,2b)Q,,-2(_Lv),

wil(,l'e

i_; = "_y + (1-"t-) = [21_-([3 +{_)] / [2-(/3 +_._)],

= 2/[2 - (iJ+ c,)],

=
= (#-_)I[2-(#+_)] = _#+(I-_) = #v.

These polynomials have been encountered in connection with the Modified Sheldon's
method, namely, Un(#5") = Qn(M5.) in (8.8). Since the eigenvalues p lie in tile range
o_< tz _</3, tile eigenvalues t_5"in the interval [-o', ct] where o"=/3 5. and -rr = o_5-. It
follows ft'ore (8.9) an(l (8.10)

max ]Q-(#_)I = Q- (rr)
, -o<u-_<o

wllere

" On(rr)= 1+ (l-F) I+F

This agrees with equation (39) in Chapter 16 of Young [19].
17



9. Variable Coefficients. Consider the general three-term recurrence

(9,1) b,,F,,(x) = (c.,x + dn)Fn..l(x)- enF,__'_(x).

with constant, s b. :/: O, c. _ O, dh, and e. > O. Letting x = z and dividing by tile _i
first term on the right-hand side, we have

Let

(_)') P"= t,,, 7-'_:7 '
Then in the above we see t,hat

Dn ('.n z "Jt" dn Cn- 1 z "t" dn_ 1

or

(n.:I) i,,,= t- (_,,:+d,,)-(_,-__.+,t,,__) P"-'
In (9,1), let x = z and divide by the term on the left-hand side so that

z + d,_

L F,,(..-) '
l[ence, we have

(<..,._) _- Pr,=- e,,(:i "
Consider tile ratio

F..(zw (x:.))
(!).5) ,rq(x)= _,

F.(z)

for SOil le z > [ and some linear functiot'l w(/) such that w(1) "- 1. Clearly, we have
<asrequired that P.(1) = 1. Using (9.1), we tlave

F,,(zw(=))
P.(x) = ,r',,(z)

= {(c.zw(z)+d. i

{(c,,..) ,,.c,,:_+,,,))= -K'. [w(_)- 11+k b. F.(_.)

(e,.,'_ Fn___(zw(x))
t,b,,) F,,(z)

- c.:+d. [_(')- _]+_ k b. F.(.')

_ (_) [F,-_(:)P,-,.(_)I\ b. .F,.,(_) '
18



t,si,,g Fi(z)P,'(x) = Fi(zw(.c)). Substituting (9.2) and (9.4), we have

(9.6) P,,(x)= {(c,,zc"z+d,,)[w(z)-l]+l}P"P"-'(z)+(1-P")P"-_(z)'

The recurrence (9.6) corresponds to an iterative method of the form

{(-- ) }1 uC") = p. [w(G)- Ilu ("-t) + u("-t) + g + (1 - pn)u ("-2)
Cn z +dn "

whrre g is a vector that depends on k. Letting U(n) ---* "U'as n "--* _ in this equation
azld using 77= (I - G')-lk from (2.3), we obtain

( )(,9.7) e= -%-: [Z-w(C,)](Z- C)"k
c, z + dn

llence, the itcratiw." can be written in the form

u(") = Pn{(cnz--(-d,CnZ )[i_w(G)](l_G)_,[Gu(,_,)+k_u_,__l) ]
(9.8)

+u("-l)j_ + (1 -
fin)U(n-2),

where

)( ) ]'
In the case of Chebyshev acceleration, dr, = 0, b,, = en = 1, and c, = 2 with

w(z) = 7z + (1 - 7). The Chebyshev acceleration method (3.11) is obtained from
(9.8) since (9.9) becomes (3.10) when 1/z = o'. In fact, notice that (9.8) takes the
form of the main equation in (3.II) provided d,_ = 0 and w(x) = 7z + (1 - 7) only.

Many other orthogonal polynomials have three-term recurrence formulas of the
forril (9.1) and would engender iterative methods of the form (9.8) and (9.9). (See
Abramowitz and Stegun [1], p. 782.)
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